local cricket ground. Their scientific balloon ascension with meteorological instruments excited more interest than all other events connected with the Association's annual meeting, according to local newspapers. As military bands enlivened the proceedings, hundreds of British Association members and their guests assembled in a fenced enclosure around the balloon, and local townspeople, enjoying a general holiday declared by the mayor, jostled for good positions from which to watch the pair ascend. The next evening, Glaisher lectured on his scientific balloon voyages before an audience of around three thousand people in the town hall. In a Victorian age fascinated by discovery and exploration, Glaisher's experiments in a balloon, a flying laboratory of sorts, appealed to the appetite for topographical, topical news from remote regions (Figure 1 ). In the eyes of many, the balloon, like the microscope, was a tool that allowed access to a new world of wonders. Glaisher declared that the British Association's scientific balloon ascents, a major investment of resources and hopes, formed a bright chapter, "perhaps the brightest," in the history of the In the 1860s, when, as I shall argue, scientific ballooning and Victorian entertainment were still inextricably linked, Glaisher tried to demonstrate that his ascents were in the realm of science, not "mere amusement." Just as balloon ascents themselves provided occasions for gentlemen of science to demonstrate how one ought to comport oneself in a scientific public, Glaisher's lectures and writings for scientific and general audiences were the means through which he communicated, in words and pictures, how a man of science made scientific observations in a balloon. To encourage a connection between ballooning and Victorian precision, Glaisher propagandized a new enterprise of observing in a balloon, one that produced data, not thrills. This paper examines a series of efforts by Glaisher and the Balloon Committee of the British Association in the mid-nineteenth century to legitimate the balloon as a "philosophical instrument" for field work in the new science of the Earth's atmosphere. Assessing the rise of scientific ballooning in mid-nineteenthcentury Britain compels us to reflect on the impact of a variety of cultural and intellectual forces at work in the 1850s and 1860s-forces associated, for example, with Victorian developments in the field of meteorology,4 the popularity of London shows,5 attacks on sensation-producing entertainments and "balloon experiences,"6 the forging of links between geomagnetic and meteorological networks and astronomical observatories at Kew and at Greenwich, and the valuation of precision measurement.7 Only by analyzing Glaisher's project "in motion," from the planning stage to the building of the balloon to the interactions among scientists, aeronauts, news reporters, and crowds, can we unravel the meanings and values inscribed in Victorian scientific ballooning and in the Victorian image of scientific observation.
The paper is in four parts. The first articulates the connections among Glaisher's ascents, Victorian astronomy, and the networks of geomagnetism and meteorology developing around the British Association, a major sponsor of field research in the mid-Victorian era. The next examines some of the means Glaisher used to try to control the public image of his ascents as science, not "mere amusement," such as directing people's attention away from the balloon itself and toward his observations with instruments in the balloon car. The third section points to the British Association's lack of control over the balloon not only in the air, but on the ground. I conclude with some reflections on the image of the scientific observer and of scientific observation in the age of "balloonacy." Although the ostensible aim of scientific balloon ascents was to gather empirical facts, it was observation itself, I shall argue, that became the object of scrutiny. Glaisher had to work against stereotypes of the "balloonatic" and the "mere adventure-seeker" to fashion a credible position for himself as an authoritative narrator, but these stereotypes nevertheless constituted the background for his own exceptionality as a hardy scientific traveler and for his celebrity status as a hero of discovery. Victorian values of discipline and duty were central to Glaisher's public image as a neutral, detached observer who focused on his instruments even at dizzying altitudes above the clouds, and who possessed the self-discipline to make precise measurements, even in sight of picturesque views. VICTORIAN Although Glaisher came to be personally identified with Victorian scientific balloon ascensions, the British Association was the major institutional force behind them.9 The British Association, founded in 1831, had a special interest in advancing meteorology, then a new science that depended on the cooperation of many observers, some with little or no specialist training. In considering grant proposals, the British Association gave priority to projects that best met two major institutional goals, articulated by Vernon Harcourt in his opening address of 1831: to bring together multiple disciplines ("the chief interpreters of nature have always been those who grasped the widest field of inquiry"), and to heighten public awareness of science ("Let philosophy ... come forth and shew herself public"). ' Like other research projects funded by the British Association with public funds, scientific ballooning provided a focus for questions from a range of different sciences, including chemistry, meteorology, and physiology, and thus presented a unified image of science at work during a period of rising concern about the fragmentation of natural science. Second, it promised to bring research results to a public already interested in discovering what travelers observed from the vantage point of balloons. Third, it represented a new movement in scientific investigation, one that required substantial financial backing if repeated ascents were to be made. Finally, it was a research program with potentially valuable practical applications, such as determining laws for predicting wind currents, weather changes, and rainfall, and for assessing the effect of height on human and animal physiology as well as on instruments positioned at various geographical elevations. All were concerns of major scientific, military, and national interest in Britain during the age of mapping surveys, expansion of shipping networks and agricultural trade, and colonization. Victorian astronomy provided the models for Britain's first systematic use of the balloon for scientific purposes. Already at this time a close connection existed between astronomy at Victorian Britain's two leading astronomical institutions, Kew Observatory and the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and the networks of geomagnetism and meteorology developing around the British Association. I In 1852, the Kew Committee of the British Association funded four scientific balloon ascents from Vauxhall Gardens, a popular London pleasure resort known for its open-air theaters, balloon ascents, and pictorial and optical entertainments. The purpose of the ascents was to test the claim by French astronomers in 1850 that the temperature changed radically above 19,000 feet, a point of special interest to astronomers, who used the temperature of the air at high altitudes to determine the coefficient of refraction. The primary observer for the British Association's balloon ascensions in 1852 was John Welsh of Kew Observatory. The aeronaut was Charles Green, owner and manager of the great Nassau balloon and Britain's most famous aeronaut in the 1850s. In four ascents to altitudes ranging from 19,000 to 22,000 feet, Welsh found results that modified current understanding of the decrease of temperature with height above the Earth's surface and that confirmed previous reports that the composition of the atmosphere on the Earth's surface was fundamentally similar to the composition of the atmosphere at the greatest heights accessible to humans. Although not as widely publicized as Glaisher's later ascents, Welsh's scientific ascents excited great public interest, and, in 1852, an illustration portraying Welsh with two other observers and Green in the Nassau appeared, for example, in a feature story in the stylish Illustrated London News. Welsh, who died in 1859 after a long illness, discovered that at varying elevations, temperatures remained stable for a space of roughly 2,000 feet. Members framed a research agenda that focused on the importance of verifying temperature observations made previously at great heights. They also provided the necessary funds (two hundred pounds in 1858) to hire a balloon and to pay for gas and an aeronaut. In their efforts to apply the balloon to science, however, members of the Balloon Committee had to confront mechanical failures, bad weather, and the sheer shortage of balloons designed to make very high ascents.
The Balloon Committee soon discovered that ballooning was a difficult field of work with resources not easily accommodated within Victorian science. On August 15, 1859, the entire Balloon Committee, including William Fairbairn, president of the Association, traveled to Wolverhampton to watch a scientific balloon ascension, only to discover an "aerial shipwreck" after strong winds tore the balloon apart. With the Nassau in tatters, the only balloon in England big enough to elevate two men and instruments to heights of 19,000 feet and above was the Royal Cremorne, a popular attraction at London's Cremome Gardens. It again proved impossible, however, to get the project off the ground. Reconvened at Wolverhampton to watch the scientific balloon ascension, Committee members watched helplessly as the Royal Cremorne, after rising a mile, descended slowly, full of minute holes. Glaisher, who had arranged for meteorological observations to be made simultaneously, every few minutes, at thirty different places to test and compare terrestrial and upper atmospheric data, said this check to the proceedings "disgusted many with aeronautical experiences," and he pointed out that "one would have believed that the real difficulties would have been met with in the air, but, on the contrary, the greatest difficulties had to be overcome on earth." 14 Dependent on resources controlled by persons and institutions outside the British Association, including gasworks, balloons, railroads, favorable newspaper publicity, and pleasure-garden venues, men of science on the Balloon Committee had to negotiate successfully with people from a myriad of social positions on the ground before they could send an observer with instruments into the so-called "higher regions." Although Sykes negotiated with aeronauts, imploring them to build a reliable big balloon and even offering them an advance of money for materials and to offset their loss of income during the manufacture of the balloon, his efforts were unrewarded. In his report "Scientific Objects to be sought for by continuing the Balloon Ascents formerly undertaken to great Altitudes," Robert Walker, reader in experimental philosophy at Oxford, tried to justify the extension of the Committee's grant at the British Association's annual meeting in 1860.15 Walker declared that the Committee's main objects-to verify Welsh's finding of stabilization in the decrease of temperature at high elevations and to determine whether this arrest occurred in all seasons-still had not been accomplished. The Committee won an extension of their grant in 1860, but Sykes's persistent efforts to obtain a big balloon again failed, and the Committee lapsed months later. Although scientists had proposed investigations in a wide range of related fields, including chemistry, magnetism, electricity, and physiology, Sykes exclaimed that inviting further opinions from members of the Balloon Committee as to the objects to be sought in balloon ascents served no purpose, "as means were wanting, whatever those opinions might be, to give practical opinion to them."'6 Learning that Mr. Simpson of Cremorne Gardens had constructed a new balloon at a cost of six hundred pounds with sufficient capacity to ascend to great heights, Sykes moved the reappointment of the Committee in 1861, but the reports were discovered to be unfounded.
The Coxwell's participation was crucial to the success of the ascents. He not only built a balloon, he controlled its movements so that Glaisher could take observations at different heights, and he served as a witness of the experiments. Scientific ballooning required "two different kinds of men," explained Coxwell, "the observer, who is intent and devoted to his instruments, and the pilot, who in new fields of aerial exploration must . . . have studied and grasped the requirements of the [British] Association and of the Meteorologist, so as to be able to place the said observer in the most favorable positions as to height, quick or slow movement in a vertical or horizontal direction, and above all, to ensure safety ... so that the balloon, the instruments, and-far more than either-the life of the Meteorologist, should be considered and preserved.20
By differentiating his work from Glaisher's in his numerous press reports and popular lectures, Coxwell helped to define the boundaries between "scientific" and "unscientific" ways of seeing, by suggesting, for example, what scientific observation was not. If attaining great heights was desirable to gentlemen of science because it enabled them to verify meteorological observations at great altitudes, high ascents were important for Coxwell because they attracted attention, set him apart from other aeronauts as a specialist in "scientific" ascents, and demonstrated his skills as an artisan and navigator. In a letter to Glaisher in April 1863, Coxwell showed that he understood that it was important to differentiate between scientific ascents and popular ascents: "It seems to me that the British Association ascents should be kept distinct from those merely undertaken for popularity or adventure, indeed some difficulty presents itself in combining them."2' Concerned that his rising popularity as a dashing aeronaut might jeopardize his relation to the British Association, Coxwell asked Glaisher in 1863 if a high ascent made by him would "be thought an act of bravado on my part, or merely the fulfillment of a public contract?"22 Coxwell conceded that scientific ascents and ascents of pleasure did not "blend well." He assured Glaisher that he refused to make "high ascents" with others "for mere popularity," although there is no evidence that Glaisher asked him for this concession. Coxwell volunteered that "Others are willing to pay for a similar high ascent, but I have told them I can only undertake such experiments in conjunction with you yourself, as their testimony would be useless to science." 23 Glaisher wanted to go as high as possible to gather information in unexplored regions of the sky, but to win acceptance for the idea that scientific balloon ascents were a worthwhile investment of public funds for scientific research, he had to demonstrate that his high ascents with Coxwell were "explorations," not "stunts." For Glaisher and the Balloon Committee, the balloon represented a new "faculty" of vision that would make possible the collection of meteorological observations in two dimensions. Like a geological survey, the project aimed at producing a map of atmospheric strata. The primary objects of observation for the scientific balloon ascensions were first, to determine the temperature of the air and its hygrometrical states at different elevations; second, to verify observations made on mountains ("to ascertain whether [they are] true or not"); and third, to investigate the distribution of water in clouds. The secondary goals were to compare the performance of different hygrometers and dewpoint thermometers and of aneroid and mercurial barometers (a special interest of Glaisher's), and to make observations on electricity, ozone, sound, magnetism, physiology, solar radiation, clouds, air currents, the solar spectrum, and the chemical composition of the air.24
The figure of Glaisher as an isolated observer in a floating observatory gave graphic expression to the Victorian idea of the astronomer as a solitary observer in a remote watchtower, but the image is not straightforward, for scientific ballooning, like Victorian meteorology and astronomy, was by nature a public enterprise, involving diverse social encounters. Several men of science asked Glaisher to perform experiments in their special fields of interest, including electricity, physiology, magnetism, and solar physics. His employer, George Airy, for example, asked him to make magnetic determinations. In a letter to Glaisher in May 1864, Airy declared, "If you shall have any more Balloon Ascents, I much wish that you could give all your energies to Magnetic Determinations.... These determinations would be, at present, far more important than any addition to meteorological determinations."25 Although Glaisher made many attempts to obtain the time of the vibration of a horizontal magnet, this proved to be difficult in an unsteady balloon.26 He was able, however, to record numerous physiological observations at different altitudes, and he frequently registered his and Coxwell's number of pulse-beats per minute. As his published tables and reports show, Glaisher, in fact, gave most of his energies to the generation of meteorological tables and charts.27 Throughout the ascent, he made meteorological observations with his instruments nearly every half minute, recording them in a notebook at the center of a board fixed across the balloon car ( Figure 2 ). His published tables provide insight into many types of observation, including descriptions of hardships related to travel: "Feet very cold, our boots covered with ice"; "Mr. Coxwell pants for breath"; "Experienced a difficulty in reading the instruments; Lost myself, could not see to read the instruments"; "sand out"; "beautiful sea of cloud everywhere; dropped paper, visible two minutes"; "ice on wet-bulb and connecting thread"; "Mr. Coxwell's pulse 90"; "Fine echo from balloon"; "valve twice opened"; "deep blue sky"; "gun heard"; "I do not think Aspirated Wet-Bulb is correct." Like the exploits of mountain explorers, Glaisher's balloon ascents for the British Association were a place where science and spectatorship met in a context of adventure.
SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATION IN THE PUBLIC EYE
Making scientific observations in the higher regions in a balloon involved managing risks-not only risk of death, injury, and broken instruments, but risk to public reputation. Glaisher imize the benefits of the British Association's grant, Glaisher made several ascents with Coxwell and other paying passengers from Mill Hill, Hendon, and from the Crystal Palace in the London suburb of Sydenham, where Coxwell advertised balloon ascents for public hire. Coxwell described these ascents as "semi-scientific": "Our journeys for two to three years were not confined to strictly private voyages to excessive elevations, but embraced many instructive trips on festive occasions."28 In "public" ascents, as Glaisher called them, he not only was watched by a larger crowd than at British Association meetings, he had to share the balloon car, or flying laboratory, with other paying passengers, and to make observations at comparatively low altitudes. For these ascents, he reduced the number of instruments he transported and attached them to a board hung over the side of the balloon car to reduce the errors in the temperature readings caused by excess body heat.29 Like the waterworks and life-size models of extinct "monsters" at the Crystal Palace, Glaisher and his instruments were always objects of exhibition, viewed with 28 Coxwell, Life, (cit. n. 1), Vol. II, p. 114. 29 Glaisher, Travels (cit. n. 12), pp. 41-42.
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(,~., s curiosity by witnesses near and far.3" His audience consisted of distinct but overlapping groups: members of the British Association, volunteer observers in Glaisher's far-flung meteorological network, spectators at the ascents, and paying passengers in the balloon. As the coordinator of a national volunteer meteorological network, Glaisher had practical reasons for making balloon ascensions a public stage on which to popularize the utility of meteorological work. His work required the assistance of many observers stationed at scattered points across the country, who collected observations and helped him measure his altitude in the balloon. Glaisher employed newspapers to popularize his need for assistance from terrestrial observers. On the day of each ascent, the Daily Telegraph published Glaisher's "invitation" to "gentlemen possessed of any instruments" to take observations on temperature, humidity, and air pressure on the ground every ten minutes and to note the angles of azimuth and the height of the balloon with surveying instruments.3' One reader wrote to Glaisher on 8 May 1863 that he had "hurried home to get my theodolite" to record the coordinates of the balloon's position.32 Others responded, not with observations, but with requests: an electrical philosopher named P. Rowell, for example, lobbied Glaisher to test his unusual theory of evaporation. Glaisher's project of drawing others into his national meteorological network promised to achieve one of meteorology's special aims: to establish and coordinate a system for assimilating empirical contributions from many scattered observers.33
Although being in the public eye offered many advantages, Glaisher discovered that his connection with the world of London entertainment and public exhibitions presented special risks. Aeronauts who sought to advance the "science of aerostation" by diversifying the balloon's capabilities and social applications lamented that balloons never escaped the public eye. One complained, "How much the subject differs from other sciences in the impossibility of keeping it concealed from public observation during its progress into maturity, and offorming it into a system before it engages popular attention in an imperfect state; and this would appear to be one of the greatest difficulties with which it has had to contend."34 Glaisher and Coxwell's ascents inevitably generated publicity and drew large crowds. The British Association encouraged its members to attend Glaisher merely "spied a brother" and that aeronauts like Green were, like "lunatics," a risk to themselves and to society.43 Other attacks were even more damaging, for crowds frequently mobbed balloons before aeronauts could even ascend. During the period from 1830 to 1870, crowds mobbed and destroyed balloons in several incidents, including famous riots at Cremorne Gardens and the Surrey Zoological Gardens.44 Brief, episodic violence by laboring classes raised concerns among "respectable" members of Victorian society, the "privileged classes," about maintaining order and social stability in a city in which increasingly specific social differentiation was associated with increasingly demarcated spatial segregation.45 The years 1859-1866, spanning the era of the Balloon Committee's researches, saw a succession of collective demonstrations, bread riots, and street skirmishes in the East End and in Hyde Park, site of the 1851 Great Exhibition. Balloon ascents, as magnets that attracted heterogeneous audiences (although not the poorest class of "roughs," who could not afford to pay the entrance fee to London pleasure gardens), were vulnerable to riots and skirmishes. They sparked fears among Londoners already worried about the deeper social problems of urbanization, industrialization, and overcrowding. Social disorders at balloon ascents were frightening because they confused these boundaries. Riots at balloon ascents, including one in 1864 when, as we will see, crowds mobbed and destroyed Coxwell's balloon, showed how little control aeronauts had over their spectacles and audiences and how fast a privately owned balloon could become public property.
Glaisher and other men of science were not averse to publicity, nor, as we have seen, to all forms of public exhibition. To increase the resources of science and to make science itself a cultural resource, gentlemen of science sought to make knowledge-producing practices public and visible. Like other objects of public interest, they could never be certain who was in their audience. Their challenge was to intervene in the mechanisms by which others determined the meaning of their experiments. Why? Because gentlemen of science encountered risks of various 43 "Descent at a Lunatic Asylum," Times (London, 10 Sept. 1851); reply by "Anti-Gas," in Times (London, 12 Sept. 1851). Many "surprise descents" occurred not only into the streets and on rooftops around the Crystal Palace and pleasure gardens but also outside London into meadows and rural properties. The writer, showman, and traveler Albert Smith satirized them in his poem, "A Flying Visit"; the Weekly Chronicle in 1841 published a letter from a woman whose balloon party was denied shelter at a house after making a "surprise" descent, see Tumor, Astra Castra (cit. n. 17), p. 188. 44 "Late Riot at Cremome Gardens," Times (London, 9 July 1863). The 1838 balloon riot at Surrey Gardens is discussed in Altick, Shows of London (cit. n. 5), p. 323; and Delgado, Victorian Entertainment (cit. n. 2), p. 40. Park officials resorted to a spontaneous eruption of the "modelled panorama" of Mt. Vesuvius to divert the attention of outraged spectators, who stoned the balloon, tried to drown guards, and threw rocks at the glass lion house until order was restored. 45 On the Victorian middle-class anxiety that London had become a huge magnet for the idle, the dishonest, and the criminal and on Victorian fears of the "savage within'," see especially Gareth and members of the general reading public to view his ascents as a successful demonstration of the balloon's scientific utility; it was "unnecessary to justify further the attempt to make the Balloon a philosophical instrument" instead of a "toy, fit only to be exhibited" or a "vehicle for carrying into the higher regions of the air excursionists desirous of excitement, mere seekers after adventure."50 Victorian astronomy provided the primary model for Glaisher's ideas on meteorological observation at great heights above the Earth. To Glaisher, the balloon car of the Mammoth and the Magnetic and Meteorological Department at the Royal Observatory seemed rather alike. Like his employer, George Airy, Glaisher had strict ideas about what counted as reliable meteorological observation.51 Discipline, punctuality, faithful note-taking, and accurate observation were major constituents of his observation regime both at the Royal Observatory and in the balloon car. He explained in Travels in the Air, as on numerous public occasions, that he sat "as calmly [in the balloon car] as in his observing room" at Greenwich. The atmosphere was a "great laboratory" for discovery, not just a vantage point for picturesque views. He outlined a project of looking in a balloon that was "self-possessed" and "accurate"; that entailed "rapid note-taking"; and that "exchanged conjectures" for "instrumental facts." He pondered on the "extraordinary power" of his mind and emotions, taut with the knowledge that only a few moments could be devoted "to note down all appearances and all circumstances at these extreme positions; and if not so rapidly gleaned, they are lost for ever." In such situations, every "appearance of the most trivial kind" was noticed; the eye became keener, the brain more active. Although he emphasized that he was a "calm" traveler, Glaisher expressed anxiety about missing observations, saying he felt "anxious" when at every instant he "might be failing to observe very important phenomena." Unafraid to float thousands of feet above the Earth in a basket, he felt "condemned by the fear of not being ready when the moment came to observe a phenomenon which perhaps no eye had contemplated before." Glaisher challenged "those philosophers [whom he did not name] who think that observations in the higher regions can be made ... by the first observer that comes." For three months prior to his first ascent with Coxwell, Glaisher prepared the instruments and practiced making observations in a limited space: "I... considered how best to group them on a board such as would have to serve me for a table in the car of the great balloon; so that when the day for the ascent came, I was able to imagine that I was not making my aerial debut"52 ( Figure 5) .
The mid-Victorian "gospel of work" provided a framework for seeing success at making accurate meteorological observations in a balloon as a model for social virtues in a developing society. During the 1840s and 1850s, the British debated how best to achieve the secure moral order needed to achieve the kind of economic growth that they demanded, and these debates inspired an outpouring of writings on the national and social character, a body of literature that appealed directly to working-class laborers, artisans, mechanics, and middle-class men of business. The Leeds physician and social reformer, Samuel Smiles, author of Self-Help (1859), In their emphasis on the importance of these characteristics-accuracy of observation, repetition of small acts, attention to detail, method, punctuality, diligence, perseverance in difficult situations, and devotion to duty-Glaisher's expositions on meteorological practice in the 1860s amplified the values of self-help that Smiles made famous. In a lecture delivered to young working-class men at the YMCA in September 1862, "Scientific Experiments in Balloons," Glaisher presented his regime of accurate note-taking in a balloon as a moral object lesson for life. Remarking that he felt the YMCA wanted him to apply the lessons he had learned in the balloon to their general experiences, Glaisher told his youthful male audience that the exclusion from their vocabulary of two words, "impossible" and "impracticable," would enable them to overcome difficulties in their everyday lives. It was his power of "concentrating his thoughts" on his work and of excluding "vagrant" thoughts that had enabled him to add to the general store of knowledge. He advised young men to pursue their education after they left school, to make "accurate observations," and to train themselves to "conquer difficulties" in life-through the study of mathematics, for example. Not a "single stray" or "foreign" thought should enter their minds. As a superintendent of a vast network of meteorological observers enlisted to record ephemeral weather phenomena, Glaisher could well appreciate the importance of self-motivated persons willing to record data that, to others, appeared trivial. Glaisher encouraged diligent and accurate note-taking; he told the young men that at high altitudes, it required the "exercise of a strong will to take any observations at all." He proclaimed that "on this self-help, self-education, selftraining, much of the character of every man is dependent, and prepares him to overcome difficulties which he must encounter in life, and to which he would inevitably succumb if always dependent on others." 55 Glaisher told his tales of "careful observation" and "busy work" in a balloon to 54 hungry listeners, and he was an eloquent and active propagandist. In 1871 he pubascents, for balloon experience was crucial; nor was a background in aeronautics sufficient for scientific work, for even the best aeronauts, according to Glaisher, lacked the necessary general education to be competent observers.59 What, then, was the nature of scientific "observation" in a balloon?
Glaisher's account of his accurate observations is best seen against the backdrop of other Victorian accounts of scenery viewed from the perspective of a balloon, for he had to work against these norms of seeing and description to distinguish himself as a scientific narrator-even though, as we shall see, his observations convey delight in "sight-seeing." Victorian balloon travelers expressed excitement and wonder. Of the appeal of "aerial travel," Coxwell explained that ballooning was popular because it combined amusement and instruction in a context of adventure:
Aerial travels admit of anecdotes having a gay as well as sombre colouring. The very act of getting away from this our planet, is often attended with exciting surroundings, especially when a lofty tower, a church steeple, or a row of trees, happens to come in dangerous proximity. Then again, the behavior of companions, no less than their motives for going up, affords ample scope for adventure, while as to the return to mother earth, something enlivening is almost sure to crop up, especially if one drags through a corn field, and has to settle with an exacting land-owner ... not charitably disposed towards those who unawares and without invitation, drop in on him from the heavens.60
Balloon travel was lively, and balloonists strove to enliven. Coxwell, like Thomas Homor, was a painter of scenes; like London showmen, he sold access to new optical, visual, and kinetic sensations. It reflected well on Coxwell's powers as an engaging painter of images when Glaisher expressed delight in the mode of traveling or when, as Coxwell put it, Glaisher took pleasure in the "sight-seeing, scenery, and cloud-scapes, which from time to time presented themselves, irrespective of the philosophical uses to which [Glaisher's] notes and deductions were to be turned subsequently, when they were studied and gone into his own systematic way."6' Glaisher enjoyed balloon travel, but unlike other patrons, the Balloon Committee paid Coxwell not to narrate, but to transport Glaisher as high as possible, high above the clouds and charming scenery below. Coxwell verified that his duty was to manage the balloon, not to point out "diverse" views from a balloon: "I could not reveal or allude to the diverse views in the balloon when Mr. Glaisher was intent on his observations, and when ... he sat, to use his own metaphor, as if he were at the Royal Observatory."62 Glaisher emphasized that although he himself might occasionally indulge in a picturesque view of clouds or city movements, he felt more "a part of the machine [the balloon] above than of the world below." Aeronauts and "excursionists," he declared, were too "eager to enjoy the privilege of movement, and the varied prospect in any direction" to make high ascents above the clouds, beyond sight of Earth, Glaisher explained. The balloon gave scientists "fresh territory" to explore, high above the Earth's "visible scenery." Even during his first ascent, when a most "magnificent view" opened before him, he reported that in light of his duties, he did not "note its peculiarities and beauty."63 In contrast to the "adventure-seeking" balloon excursionist, Glaisher offered an image of himself as a calm observer, capable of resisting a beautiful view outside the balloon in order to make accurate scientific observations and produce meteorological charts and tables.
Glaisher maintained that balloon ascents offered an even better scientific "prospect" than alpine exploration, a research area that, as Bruce Hevly shows, had many parallels to scientific ballooning and that similarly attracted great Victorian scientific and popular interest. Glaisher thought that scientific observations made on mountains were frequently unreliable; unlike in recreational ballooning, however, the issue was not that mountain climbers were too distracted by the beautiful view to make repetitive observations on instruments, but that they were exhausted. Here again, the vital issue was not just altitude, but discipline and precision. Glaisher recalled that the French explorer De Saussure had been too tired to observe his instruments properly when he reached the top of the summit of Mont Blanc. De Saussure had admitted that he "was compelled to rest and pant as much, after regarding one of [his] instruments attentively, as after having mounted one of the steepest slopes," Glaisher recalled. By contrast, Glaisher reported, a bit disingenuously in light of all of his misadventures, that a balloon carried him up "with speed and certainty at any number of feet per minute, with instruments complete and carefully prepared for observation." Balloon ascents could be repeated on different days and at different times to evaluate constantly changing atmospheric conditions, whereas a single set of observations on a mountain was "of slight value" to science "except to appease curiosity." A view gained in a balloon widened the "prospect" of science, and enabled scientists to exchange conjectures for "instrumental facts."64
Coxwell's own accounts of their scientific ascents directed others' attention to Glaisher's observation practices in the balloon, thereby shaping wider social perceptions of Glaisher as a disciplined observer. Coxwell, like Glaisher, had multiple, diverse audiences. It was standard practice for Victorian aeronauts to publish accounts of their balloon ascents in newspapers. Coxwell himself wrote several newspaper accounts about his ascents with Glaisher. The celebrity aeronaut also gave numerous public lectures. In a letter to Glaisher in January 1863, he boasted that he had delivered lectures both for "the working classes" and "for the elite"; long after his ascents with Glaisher, he popularized his work for the British Association in his illustrated, two-volume autobiography, My Life and Balloon Experiences (1887, 1889). 65 Coxwell, who frequently was the sole witness of Glaisher's ascents, helped construct Glaisher's public image as a hero of precision by corroborating his stories of painstaking observation and, perhaps even more important, by emphasizing in his writings the difference between Glaisher and other, "unscientific," patrons.66 According to Coxwell, the men did not discuss the dangers they surmounted: "it was [Glaisher's] instruments about which he was most anxious." In lectures, Coxwell expressed astonishment and admiration that "Mr. Glaisher kept on dotting down his observations." He complimented Glaisher's "personal bearing in the balloon car," saying that the scientist's "calm" and "self-possession" at altitudes of over five miles satisfied him that Glaisher had the "requisite qualifications" for his duties. He said that he knew of other scientific men who "had trembled in the car" at lower altitudes.67
Even without specific knowledge of what Glaisher did with his "abstruse instruments," audiences saw Glaisher as a man who did "busy work" in a balloon. His delicate tools for making precise observations were fragile and, indeed, often broke during rough descents, but they were a robust and powerful symbol of his intellectual identity as a man of science. Glaisher took with him many of the instruments he used at the Royal Observatory-thermometers, hygrometers, barometers, hermetically sealed glass tubes for collecting air "specimens," a magnet, ozone papers, a compass-instruments that scientific explorers such as John Tyndall carried with them in alpine expeditions. Many of the instruments had to be altered or modified for the balloon. To ensure that the thermometers quickly gained the temperature of the air and that water vapor in the region of the wet bulb was carried off even when the balloon was moving slowly, Glaisher employed an aspirator worked by a cylindrical bellows, to produce a rapid, artificial current of air over the bulbs. A scale behind the barometer rendered it like a large thermometer and helped him to observe it easily. Having campaigned for years for more accurate, standardized meteorological instruments, he was especially interested in testing the designs of different instrument-makers at high altitudes.68 The instruments were attached to the table with strings that could be cut away, or they rested on stands screwed to the table. On approaching the earth, Glaisher rapidly removed all the instruments and placed them in a cushioned basket at his feet to protect them from breaking in rough landings. 69 Glaisher's writings did more than simply document his research findings or spread his ideas to the public; they were the rhetorical means through which he shaped the public image of his ascents as science, not "mere amusement," and through which he consolidated his position as a self-possessed and disciplined scientist among "mere adventure-seekers" and "balloonatics." In the rising age of professional science, Glaisher's accounts of scientific ballooning both exploited and transformed the image of the scientist as a neutral, detached observer who viewed the world from a unifying perspective on high.7" In words and pictures, his writings and lectures 67 Coxwell, Life, (cit. n. 1), Vol. II, pp. 112-113, 111. 68 Glaisher superintended the repair of instruments that broke during their ascents, for despite his precautions, it was not uncommon for thermometers and other instruments to fall out of the balloon during rough descents. Glaisher used the newspapers to advertise for assistance in relocating them. On the calibration of instruments in Glaisher's efforts to establish a nationwide network of meteorological observers, see, for example, Marriott, "Earliest Telegraphic Daily Meteorological Reports and Weather Maps," Q. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc., 1903, 29:123-131. As Judge of Philosophical Instruments at the 1851 Great Exhibition, Glaisher complained that the meteorological instruments were "toys"; he compared the nation's barometers to elegant but useless furniture; quoted in Bennett, Science at the Great Exhibition (cit. n. 5), p. 8. 69 Glaisher, Travels (cit. n. 12), p. 41. The remainder of our discussion considers the British Association's lack of control over the balloon and its consequences for the project. By 1864, Glaisher and Coxwell's collaboration had ended. Many problems endemic to scientific ballooning had surfaced. On the one hand, Glaisher had made a few discoveries; he had found, for example, that the decrease of temperature was irregular up to the highest altitudes, and that the differences in temperature at different altitudes were so immense that it was necessary to abandon the theory that temperature declined according to a law of one degree of temperature for every increase of 300 feet of elevation. On the other hand, success in what essentially was a meteorological survey depended on control over the vertical and horizontal movements of the balloon such that the observer could be placed at specific locations for making observations at will, and such control was not possible in Victorian balloons. In later years, Glaisher blamed the lack of mechanical control over the balloon in the wind for the demise of his experiments with Coxwell, suggesting that it would be far better for ascents to be made in France "or on a large continent" where observers had more time to make observations before they started drifting out to sea.7' Illustrations in Travels in the Air showing Glaisher and Coxwell's balloon soaring peacefully over the Crystal Palace might suggest that ballooning was unproblematical in this period, but these images of balloon discovery and exploration tell only part of the story (Figure 6 ).
Even Glaisher and Coxwell's first scientific ascent together, in July 1862, underlined the types of problems raised by their lack of control over the balloon's horizontal movement. This ascent took place from a gasworks in Wolverhampton, a town north of Birmingham in central England, chosen because of its distance from the sea. Due to heavy winds, Glaisher was unable to secure his instruments in the car before the balloon ascended, and they had reached an altitude of 10,000 feet before his instruments were in working order. At roughly 25,000 feet, Glaisher felt sick and became unable to observe the instruments. Glaisher asked Coxwell to descend two miles and to reascend again to verify his results, but Coxwell refused, expressing uneasiness at their proximity to the sea. They therefore made a rapid descent and landed roughly in a meadow. In this and other cases, Glaisher tried to maximize the amount of observing time available to him before the balloon drifted over the sea, but it proved impossible to make observations for more than two or three hours.72
If drifting out to sea was a problem, so was the risk of ascending too high to breathe easily. Their historic high ascent in September 1862 illustrates their lack of control over the balloon's vertical movements. On this occasion, the pair attained at least 30,000 feet, higher than any previous balloon ascent, and Glaisher was nearly killed in the service of meteorology. Glaisher recounted their mishap: 71 Glaisher, Travels (cit. n. 12), p. 93. 72 Glaisher, Travels (cit. n. 12), pp. 84, 93, 44, 47.
TIE
IDEPARTll; E. 1864, the anger of a "mob" was aroused when a "gentleman, reported to be a provincial aeronaut, gave it out that the balloon then present was not my largest and newest balloon, but a small one."80 Faced with "a sea of clamouring spectators to the number of 50,000 persons," Coxwell was unable to make a safe departure, although "everybody" demanded an "instantaneous ascent." Coxwell threatened to let the gas out of the balloon unless the crowd exhibited some kind of order. After executing his threat, the crowd totally destroyed the balloon. Coxwell described in a local newspaper the chaos that followed: "While the work of demolition was proceeding, Sergeant Chapman led me away amid yelling and derision. My clothes were soon torn, and then the cry was raised, 'rip him up,' 'knock him on the head,' 'finish him,' etc., all of which would have inevitably been executed had I not followed the Inspector's advice." The crowd burned the car, which previously had been used for all of Coxwell's ascents, including those with Glaisher; after the public bonfire, hundreds of people paraded the hoop through Leicester as others tore the balloon fabric to shreds and hawked the pieces in the street.
The [Coxwell] for enabling me to make observations in the great altitudes," believed Coxwell to be the "best Aeronaut still," and "deeply regretted that a wanton mob destroyed his property and that events should have followed leading me to stop the experiments in which I was engaged." However, although he said the British Association Balloon Committee blamed him for sacrificing knowledge "on account of private feeling" ("I am told that I ought to use the only balloon, which will give me the knowledge we seek in the higher regions"), this he declined to do. 81 At his death in 1903, Glaisher was remembered for his "thrilling balloon ascent" in 1862 when "he and Mr. Coxwell attained the greatest altitude ever yet reached": an event that, according to this writer, "had the effect of leading the public to think of Mr. Glaisher rather as an aeronaut than in his true quality, that of a man of science."82 In a context in which science and public spectacle were inextricably linked, Glaisher tried to control the representation of his ascents as science, not "mere amusement," but as we have seen, he was not entirely successful at purging ballooning of its connection with Victorian entertainment and social and moral disorder. Although Coxwell with ballast and skillful and energetic pulling on ropelines could control some of the balloon's up-and-down movements and avoid rough landings, he, like other aeronauts, could never fully control the balloon in the air or on the ground. Glaisher's claim in later years that it was no longer necessary for him to justify the balloon as a tool of scientific discovery therefore must be balanced against the knowledge that the British Association scientific balloon ascensions with a human observer were relatively short-lived. Only four years after Glaisher's first ascent, the Balloon Committee disbanded. His researches on the declination of temperature with increasing altitude were sufficiently important to him to make ascents in a French showman's "great Captive Balloon" in Ashburnham Park, Chelsea.83 On a calm day, he could regulate the balloon's movements at will and keep it stationary at any elevation up to 2,000 feet to make observations at different elevations. However, the "captive" balloon only allowed him to make observations in one dimension, instead of a panorama of observations at different coordinates. As he soon discovered, moreover, even the captive balloon was plagued by accidents: shortly after Glaisher began his low ascents from Chelsea, the balloon broke from its cable and soared to freedom, eventually landing at the foot of an oak tree. 84 To find ballooning in the picture of British meteorological surveying in the 1870s, Victorians had to look at the images in Glaisher's travel book, Travels in the Air (see Figure 1) . "Over London at Night," a lithograph that inscribes Glaisher and Coxwell's balloon's path and a graph of meteorological data over a nocturnal bird's-eye view of the metropolis, is a graphic expression of the deep-and, as we have seen, persistently troubled-connection between precision measurement and public exhibitions. Although Glaisher argued that his ascents were in the domain of "science," not "mere amusement," he did not, as we have seen, fully succeed at dissociating ballooning from its negative associations with Victorian entertainment while preserving its allure as an object of public interest. Science and showmanship in the 1860s were, as I have argued, still powerfully connected, and scientists could not control the effects of popularity. That Glaisher felt compelled to gesture repeatedly to his success at proving the philosophical value of the balloon in later years suggests not that he had actually proved it, but that people still needed to be convinced.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the aim of the Balloon Committee was to collect empirical facts, it was observation and its troubles that became the object of public notice. In this paper I have examined Glaisher's and the British Association's efforts in the early 1860s to validate the balloon as a tool of discovery. When the British Association launched systematic scientific investigations of the earth's atmosphere by observers in balloons, the balloon itself was an object of public exhibition, a fixture of pleasure gardens, and a vehicle for transporting adventure-seekers on fantastic voyages into the higher air. Glaisher transported science into the air, but in so doing he had to strike an elusive balance between science and show. Like other scientists in mobile field stations, Glaisher carried with him into his expeditions not only instruments but a system for making reliable observations, a system rooted in the networks of geomagnetism and meteorology developing around the Royal Observatory at Greenwich and the British Association. The balloon was not, however, easy to accommodate within Victorian science. Many hurdles had to be overcome before scientific balloon ascents could even get off the ground. Even when the balloon was aloft, it proved difficult to direct. Transforming the balloon into a vehicle for making precision measurements involved taking many risks. In addition to the risks of death, injury, broken instruments, and the hardships associated with fatigue and weather, there were risks to public reputation and safety in a social milieu in which Victorian spectators frequently ridiculed aeronauts and sometimes mobbed and burned balloons.
Earlier I suggested that to consolidate his moral authority as a scientific observer in a context in which science was connected to the world of showmanship, Glaisher had to distance himself from the Victorian tropes of the "balloonatic" and the "mere adventure-seeker." Now we have seen that Glaisher's struggle to establish the balloon as a philosophical instrument tested the definition and meaning of "scientific observation" in front of thousands of eyewitnesses. "Popular culture" was not simply a pool into which men of science diffused knowledge; it was a resource for their ideas and a competitive field in which scientists had to work against-or redirect-stereotypes of discoverers and explorers to fashion a credible identity for themselves.85 In his writings and lectures, Glaisher navigated the perils of self-promotion, taking advantage of the public speaking opportunities that his fame opened to him to promote meteorological education and the gospel of work, while differentiating his disciplined regime of balloon observation from the "prospects" of aeronauts, of "mere adventure-seekers," and of mountain explorers. Directing people's attention to his disciplined observation practices with instruments in the balloon became central to Glaisher's efforts to explain what counted as "science" in a balloon. To encourage a connection between ballooning and Victorian precision, Glaisher articulated a new type of "balloon experience," one that produced data, not thrills. Just as balloon ascents themselves provided occasions for gentlemen of science to demonstrate how one ought to comport oneself as a member of the "scientific public" during an experiment, Glaisher used his lectures and writings for scientific and general audiences to communicate, in words and pictures, how a man of science made scientific observations in a balloon.
Further study of the cultural meaning of scientific field expeditions promises to yield more insights into the intellectual development of Victorian science and its moral and visual dimensions. The relations among science, visual arts, and values in mid-Victorian ballooning are best considered in the context of the public dimension of scientific experiment. To understand these relations in different contexts and historical settings, we must look beyond the walls of the observatory and the laboratory to the places where science and public exhibition met. Appraising the intellectual and moral value of Victorian discovery in balloons compels us to confront the social impact of a variety of intellectual and cultural forces at work in the 1850s and 1860s-forces associated, for example, with the growing appeal of meteorology, the changing public sphere of science, the spatial segregation of classes, debates over public morals and entertainment, the cultural meaning of science, and the rise of science professionalism.
